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ABSTRACT
Human–Machine Interfaces (HMIs) for automated vehicles (AVs)
are typically divided into two categories: internal HMIs for inter-
actions within the vehicle, and external HMIs for communication
with other road users. In this work, we examine the prospects of
bridging these two seemingly distinct domains. Through a partici-
patory workshop with automotive user interface researchers and
practitioners, we facilitated a critical exploration of holistic HMI
design by having workshop participants collaboratively develop
interaction scenarios involving AVs, in-vehicle users, and external
road users. The discussion offers insights into the escalation of
interface elements as an HMI design strategy, the direct interac-
tions between different users, and an expanded understanding of
holistic HMI design. This work reflects a collaborative effort to
understand the practical aspects of this holistic design approach,
offering new perspectives and encouraging further investigation
into this underexplored aspect of automotive user interfaces.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The integration and acceptance of automated vehicles (AVs) into
our transportation systems hinges, amongst other things, upon
their ability to communicate effectively. This communication is
crucial not only for the occupants of the vehicle, such as drivers and
passengers, but also for external road users including pedestrians,
cyclists, and drivers of manual vehicles [3, 5, 9, 13, 20, 24, 30]. In
this context, extensive research has been conducted regarding the
design of human–machine interfaces (HMIs) for AVs, adopting a
reductionist approach [6] that focuses either exclusively on internal
interfaces (iHMIs) or external interfaces (eHMIs).

Bridging this segregation, Bengler et al. [5] previously proposed
an HMI framework for automated driving. This framework cat-
egorises HMIs based on their orientation towards internal and
external communication, aligning with the standards outlined in
ISO/TR 21959 [1]. Central to this framework lies the emphasis on
synchronisation and consistency across different types of HMIs,
advocating for a holistic HMI design approach to communication
in AVs. While this theoretical work has called for further research
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on the coordination of internal and external communication, the
limited research on this approach raises the following questions: Is
it due to a perceived lack of relevant use cases, or are there inherent
challenges in implementing a holistic HMI? This gap in literature
necessitates further investigation into the practical implementation
and its potential impacts in real-world scenarios.

To address this gap, we conducted a participatory workshop
with twelve researchers and practitioners in the field of automotive
user interfaces. Our objective was not to assume the necessity of
such integration but to facilitate an open and critical exploration
of potential use cases and scenarios involving holistic HMIs.

Theworkshop resulted in three distinct scenarios showcasing the
potential benefits of employing holistic HMI design. It is important
to note, however, that holistic HMIs are not positioned as universal
solutions for all contexts. The initial insights from our workshop
suggest potential applications and opportunities for enhancing user
interactions with AVs through holistic HMIs, and discuss notable
challenges in this area.

This late-breaking work breaks new ground in the field of au-
tomotive HMI design and research by showcasing the promise of
holistic HMIs in certain situations. Our work acts as a launching
pad for discussions around the strategy of taking holistic HMIs into
account from the beginning of the design process, thus paving the
way towards an actionable investigation of an underexplored area
of AV interaction.

2 PARTICIPATORYWORKSHOP
A participatory workshop was held as part of an academic confer-
ence AutomotiveUI conference 2023, in Ingolstadt, Germany [14].
Twelve participants attended the workshop, all of whom were re-
searchers or practitioners in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI)
and human factors, or technology consultancy. They varied in their
experience, ranging from junior researchers/ PhD students, to expe-
rienced professors or industry professionals. Their research focus
lay within automotive user interfaces (iHMI, eHMI, and/or general
automotive human factors), which were represented by coloured
badges handed out upon arrival.

The workshop started with an introduction of the objectives,
schedule, and expected outcomes. Two invited keynote speakers,
specialised in iHMIs and eHMIs, then provided an overview of the
state of the art in their respective domains. This was followed by
first round of plenary discussion, where participants equally voiced
their ideas, concerns, or visions, to form a common understanding
of holistic HMI design for AVs.

Participants were then divided into three groups for the facili-
tated group activity. Each group consisted of four members with
mixed research focus, based on the coloured badges. During the
group activity, each group was tasked to collaboratively develop
one interaction scenario involving multiple traffic participants, thus
setting up use cases for holistic HMIs. The workshop concluded
with each group presenting their scenarios, followed by a final ple-
nary discussion that reflected on the holistic HMI design approach.
The workshop overview is shown in Figure 1.

2.1 Group Activity
To assist participants in creating scenarios in which perspectives of
multiple users are considered, we utilised the participatory work-
shop technique with a set of toolkits including detailed instruc-
tions and physical tokens [29]. These instructions broke down the
scenario into four key components: Users, Vehicle, Environmental
Setting, and Interaction. For defining each of these components, we
provided four guiding questions.

Users. Two types of users were considered: the in-vehicle user
and the pedestrian user. The questions for defining each user were
inspired by the Empathy Map [11], a commonly used tool in design
thinking:

• Who are you? (e.g., age, gender, job)
• What are you doing?
• What are you perceiving/hearing/seeing/smelling?
• What is your state of mind?

Vehicle. The questions that define the vehicle were designed to
allow the participants to freely explore, identify, and specify its
properties and/or characteristics by taking the perspective of the
non-human traffic participants [31]:

• What type of vehicle are you? (e.g., passenger car, bus, truck)
• How is your external appearance?
• Explain how you can support and communicate with your
internal users?

• Explain how you can support and communicate with exter-
nal road users?

Environmental Setting. The questions aimed at describing the
environment were focused on defining the spatial and temporal
settings. We also included two main aspects (type of road and
weather) to define traffic scenarios based on [15]:

• What is the day of the year or season?
• What is the time of the day?
• What is the location and type of road?
• How is the weather at the moment?

Interaction. The questions aimed at defining the interactions
encompass four key aspects:

• How would the vehicle and the internal user interact, high-
lighting the vehicle’s advanced features?

• How would the vehicle and the external user interact, high-
lighting the vehicle’s advanced features?

• How could the vehicle enable an interaction between internal
and external users?

• What could be a direct interaction between internal and
external users?

Each group defined all four components, with the order: Users,
Vehicle, Environmental Setting, and Interaction. For each compo-
nent, participants took turns and each participant answered one
question by writing down one keyword on one correspondingto-
ken and briefly presenting the context of these keywords to the
other group members. All the tokens were laid out on the table,
facilitating an easier overview and rearrangement.

Then, each group was required to review all the tokens and their
connections, to resolve conflicts (e.g., ‘winter’ and ‘heatwave’ as
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Figure 1: Overview of the workshop.

weather components of the proposed scenario, which cannot coex-
ist), thereby enabling the creation of a consistent narrative of the
scenario. A researcher facilitated each group activity by providing
guidance and clarification on the instructions as needed, and as-
sisted the group to collaboratively came to a consensus regarding
the final narrative of the scenario. A meta facilitator assisted all
three groups during the collaborative activity, ensuring that they
are in synch with each other and that they follow the protocol.

2.2 Data Collection and Analysis
Photographs were taken of the three scenarios developed by the
three groups. Additionally, with the participants’ verbal consent, all
group activities and discussions were captured via video and audio
recording. Following the workshop, the facilitators of each group
summarised the discussions and the created scenarios. They accom-
plished this by reviewing and annotating the audio recordings, a
method influenced by the concept of ‘direct analysis’ in qualitative
research [25, 26]. To ensure the reliability of our data, a second
reviewer–the facilitator from a different group–was assigned to
verify the annotations while the meta facilitator ensured that all
three scenarios were coded similarly. Subsequently, the scenarios
developed were subjected to collaborative analysis and coding by
the authors, leading to the extraction of key insights.

3 RESULTS
This section details the scenarios and highlights key points of the
group discussions. We created sketches to visualise the created
scenarios, focusing on depicting the user and the environment (see
Figure 2). The original keywords contributed by participants which
are included in creating each scenario is in Appendix A.

3.1 Scenario One: Rainy Traffic Jam
3.1.1 Scenario Description. The scenario unfolded in a busy city
where a heavy rain caused a traffic jam. Inside the AV, the in-vehicle
user remained relaxed, enjoying a YouTube video with the volume
turned up. Meanwhile, a stressed pedestrian navigated through the
rain, while being engaged in a phone call (as illustrated in Figure 2
Left).

The AV displayed an eHMI icon with letters, signalling its still-
standing traffic jam status. As the pedestrian approached, the AV

subtly highlighted the pedestrian’s location with lights and non-
intrusive audio cues to the in-vehicle user. Similarly, the pedestrian
perceived various LED lights and icons through the AV’s external
display.

There was no direct interaction between the in-vehicle user and
the pedestrian, as both were preoccupied with their respective
activities.

3.1.2 Discussion Highlights. Recognising that both users were dis-
tracted from the actual situation engaging in something else, group
one contemplated the possibility of intensifying the AV communi-
cation to attract both attention, for example, increasing the volume
of audio cues, or having the LED light blinking. The intensified
HMI may successfully draw both users’ attention, fostering a direct
interaction between the two, at most a shared glance acknowledg-
ing each other’s presence. Later on, the group considered that the
still-standing traffic jam situation might eliminate the necessity of
direct interaction and a direct interaction between the internal and
external users should be a fallback option in case the AV can not
handle a situation. In this scenario, with no breakdown in the AV’s
functionality, the absence of direct interaction was deemed accept-
able, with both individuals continuing their activities undisturbed.

3.2 Scenario Two: Snowy Mountain Road
3.2.1 Scenario Description. In this winter scenario, a mountain
road was busy and treacherous due to seasonal traffic and slippery
conditions, posing potential hazards. An AV carried an older in-
vehicle user, who was absorbed in internet browsing. The AV was
equipped with a driver monitoring system, constantly assessing the
state of the in-vehicle user. A woman walked along the road and
passed by the AV, while listening to a podcast and being mindful
of her safety in such challenging conditions. Both users were less
alert to their surrounding environment (as illustrated in Figure 2
Middle).

In the event of danger, the AV employed a transformer-inspired
mechanism to alert the in-vehicle user, adapting the warning meth-
ods according to the severity of the situation and the driver’s current
state. This system escalated its alerts from subtle visual signals to
auditory warnings and seat vibrations. For external communica-
tions, the pedestrian initially received alerts on her smartwatch,
functioning as a virtual assistant. If the initial warning was ignored,
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Figure 2: Sketches depicting the scenarios: (Left) ‘Rainy Traffic Jam’ scenario, (Middle) ‘Snowy Mountain Road’ scenario, (Right)
‘Summer Night Roundabout’ scenario.

the system would temporarily interrupt her podcast, ensuring the
pedestrian becomes fully attentive to her surroundings.

3.2.2 DiscussionHighlights. In the interaction defining phase, Group
Two considered that both the in-vehicle user and the pedestrian
were in a potentially hazardous situation. This realisation influ-
enced the group’s decision to focus on guaranteeing safety, by
employing uniformity in the escalation of both eHMI and iHMI to
ensure both parties are aware of the situation and receive relevant
messages. This led to a discussion about the potential of simultane-
ously mirroring information to both parties facing the same danger.
However, concerns were also raised about the difference in imple-
mentation for iHMI and eHMI (e.g., monitoring systems). Finally,
this group discussed the possibility of the vehicle reflecting the in-
ternal user’s state and emotions, serving as a direct communication
channel between the in-vehicle user and the pedestrian.

3.3 Scenario Three: Summer Night Roundabout
3.3.1 Scenario Description. This scenario happened on a summer
evening with a clear sky. An old woman strolled on the street while
watching YouTube videos on her phone. She remained alert to
the sounds around her yet not looking around. She approached a
roundabout where an autonomous shuttle, reserved for individual
use, approached. The shuttle carried a young man, who was eagerly
anticipating a date. He was immersed in the music playing from
the shuttle’s speakers (as illustrated in Figure 2 Right).

As the shuttle detected the woman, it subtly adjusted the mu-
sic volume and activated its virtual avatar to gently notify the
in-vehicle user. Simultaneously, the shuttle changed its exterior
colour to yellow, in an attempt to alert the woman. However, the
woman, absorbed in the Youtube video, remained oblivious. Then,
the shuttle extended its outreach beyond its external interface by
sending a message to the woman’s phone. It also lowered its win-
dow, allowing the young man to speak directly to her. In adverse
weather conditions, this interaction could alternatively occur vir-
tually, with the window remaining closed and the conversation
broadcast externally through a speaker inspired by the Tesla Model
3 Boombox1.
1https://www.tesla.com/ownersmanual/model3/en_us/GUID-79A49D40-A028-435B-
A7F6-8E48846AB9E9.html

3.3.2 Discussion Highlights. Group Three employed more gentle
communication means (e.g., lowering the music, changing the ex-
terior colour) and more noticeable measures (e.g., a talking avatar,
text message). They also carefully considered the state and current
activities of both users to suggest suitable communication meth-
ods in this scenario. The discussion focused on the circumstances
surrounding both users—the tranquil evening during which the
encounter took place. This context would allow for a more personal
form of communication. The positive and non-aggressive states of
both individuals also influenced the decision for this interaction.
As a result, the final interaction entailed the vehicle opening its
window, enabling direct communication between the two users.
This scenario illustrates a harmonious interaction facilitated by
technology, demonstrating the potential for direct communication
between internal and external users in shared spaces.

4 DISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss key similarities and differences among
the three scenarios, reflecting on the holistic HMI design approach
utilised in developing the scenarios.

4.1 HMI Escalation as a Shared Design Strategy
Regarding the environmental setting, two out of three scenarios
involved traffic jams, which is an atypical scenario given that the
majority of existing literature on AV communication focuses on fast-
paced, high-risk situations [8, 32, 35]. In these slow-moving traffic
situations, the kinematic cues of the AV (referred to by Bengler
et al. [5] as dynamic HMIs) become harder to observe, potentially
necessitating the use of more explicit types of HMIs. Additionally,
two out of the three scenarios involved special weather conditions
that posed potential hazards, including a snowy mountain road that
was narrow and slippery, and a rainy situation that affected the AV
sensor performance.

In all scenarios, both in-vehicle user and pedestrian were occu-
pied with their own activities, predominantly consuming media.
These scenarios mirror real-world situations of distracted pedestri-
ans who use their phones while walking [21]. For in-vehicle users,
the rise of automated driving systems (ADS) increasingly allows
them to engage in non-driving related tasks.

The influence of environmental settings and the distracted state
of the involved users prompted all groups to arrive at a similar
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strategy of escalation of selective user interface elements in re-
sponse to non-action of users. Here, escalation refers to the process
of progressively increasing or intensifying the level of interaction
between the AV and the human users. This escalation is designed to
ensure effective communication and response, especially in critical
or complex scenarios. Therefore, it was deemed most relevant in
scenarios which carried the highest potential risks (e.g., the ‘Snowy
Mountain Road’ in our case).

In implementing this strategy, all the groups considered vari-
ous modalities and technologies, in some cases, leveraged devices
that are sources of engagement or distraction. For example, in the
‘Summer Night Roundabout’ scenario, the shuttle sends a message
to the woman’s phone and lowers the music inside the shuttle.
Moreover, we observed the potential for all related technologies
within a traffic scenario to be interconnected, facilitating easier
dissemination and optimisation of information delivery. For in-
stance, pedestrians could receive notifications on their own devices.
With the increase in connected devices and the development of
novel systems connecting vehicles (i.e., Vehicle-to-Everything or
V2X) [16, 17, 23], the integration of different types of HMIs for a
holistic AV communication approach is clearly feasible.

Despite HMI escalation being a shared design strategy that ap-
plies to both internal and external communication, the implemen-
tation for iHMIs and eHMIs could be different. For example, con-
siderations such as the availability and privacy consent related to
monitoring systems, both internally and externally, were discussed
by Group Two and are evident in existing literature [13]. In particu-
lar, an iHMI can often follow a more standardised approach since it
deals primarily with the functionality of the car itself, which tends
to be more universal. In contrast, eHMIs interact with a broader
environment and various road users. This interaction requires a
deeper understanding of local customs and non-verbal commu-
nication cues [27, 34]. As a result, while HMI escalation can be
applied to both iHMIs and eHMIs, it may not necessarily have to
occur simultaneously or in the same manner for both. This strat-
egy represents a relatively unexplored area that offers significant
opportunities for advancing HMI research.

4.2 Interaction Between In-Vehicle User and
Pedestrian

Interaction between internal and external users, either directly
or mediated by the AV, is scarcely considered in the design of
HMIs in the context of automated driving. The design and research
on iHMI often focus on either input or output channels between
the in-vehicle user and the AV, through interfaces with various
modalities [12]. Meanwhile, eHMI research typically concerns fully
autonomous vehicles without any occupants inside (SAE Level
5 [28]). However, insightful findings do exist, such as potential
conflicts arising from opposing cues given by drivers or passengers
and the eHMI [10].

In the workshop, we found varying degrees of interaction be-
tween the in-vehicle user and the pedestrian being discussed across
the three scenarios. The range of interaction varies from no inter-
action needed (or at most a shared glance) in ‘Rainy Traffic Jam’,
to mediated interaction (vehicle expressing the driver’s emotion)
in ‘Snowy Mountain Road’, to a direct interaction (conversation

between the shuttle passengers and pedestrians) in ‘Summer Night’.
Regarding the AV expressing the driver’s emotions, this aspect
echoes with an eHMI dimension referred to as Vehicle Occupant
State by Dey et al. [13], which captures whether the eHMI enables
the vehicle to communicate the state of its occupants to external
users (e.g., ‘angst’). Besides, the direct interaction was not due to
a failure of AV communication, as in a study by Brown et al. [7]
where the passenger had to apologise for the AV behaviour, say-
ing ‘Sorry, it’s a self-driving car.’ Instead, the direct interaction was
facilitated by the shuttle lowering its window and adding another
layer of interaction, which might aid safety and efficiency.

4.3 Towards an Expanded Understanding of
Holistic HMI Design

Bengler et al. [5] refers to a holistic HMI communication approach
as ‘considering all HMI types when researching the interaction strate-
gies of AVs with its passenger or surrounding human road users’.
Findings from our workshop contribute to a more expanded un-
derstanding of holistic HMI design. The holistic perspective could
imply either a singular design for all users, or an integration of
various HMI designs into a cohesive set of interactions. First, it may
involve a shared design strategy that could be applicable for both
iHMIs and eHMIs, facilitating information mirroring and unified
interaction strategy (e.g., HMI escalation) for consistent commu-
nication among all involved parties. Second, it also encourages
a design process that considers both internal and external users
within the same interaction scenario, fostering the integration of
multiple designs.

Contrary to the traditional separation of iHMI and eHMI under
a Design-as-Engineering approach [38] or a reductionist approach
[6], this holistic perspective aligns with HCI’s evolving focus from
usability to experience-focused design [4, 22, 38]. This shift ac-
knowledges that experience design not only involves the designed
system, but also considers user’s internal states and the context in
which interactions occur [18, 19].

In the context of AVs, this holistic approach, which serves as
a bridge between iHMI and eHMI, underscores the importance
of integrating both the AV and internal and external users into
the same setup. This integration is vital for creating cohesive user
experiences and emphasising how AVs mediate and alter human
users’ activities and perceptions in daily life. We posit that the
design space of HMI for AV shows the potential of expanding to the
design of an ‘interspace’ (proposed by Winograd [36]) inhabited
by multiple people and AVs, in a traffic environment with complex
interactions. This view also aligns with research focus on scalability
in HMI design for AV [13, 33].

Furthermore, the holistic approach acknowledges the intricate
interconnections among various factors that shape user experience,
without sacrificing complexity for easy measurements of the impact
of individual HMI elements [2, 6, 22, 37]. This perspective under-
scores the importance of a coherent design language capable of
accommodating the dynamic roles individuals assume in diverse
traffic environments. For instance, users may seamlessly transition
between roles as pedestrians, passengers, or drivers in their daily
life, experiencing either iHMI or eHMI at different time points. This
necessitates the implementation of adaptable interfaces.
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5 LIMITATIONS AND FUTUREWORK
Despite effort to mix participants with diverse backgrounds in the
group activities, noticeable similarities emerged in the scenarios
developed by all three groups. This observation raises the possibil-
ity of a convergence in thought process or a general agreement in
the research community when approaching HMI design for AVs.
This shared bias could indicate either a widespread tendency in the
domain of automotive HMI, or could be attributed to the design
of the group activities. Hence, while not the primary focus of this
paper, it is crucial to contemplate the methodology’s potential im-
pact on the final outcomes. Subsequent work will provide a more
comprehensive examination of the methodology, offering detailed
insights into the design process of the group activity and the par-
ticipatory workshop toolkit. Additionally, given the exploratory
nature of this workshop, the scenarios were constrained to include
only one pedestrian, one in-vehicle user, and one vehicle. Future
efforts should extend to incorporate multiple users, offering a more
comprehensive perspective that mirrors the intricate and diverse
nature of real-world traffic situations.

By showcasing three scenarios developed during the workshop,
the early insights highlight the potential benefits of holistic HMI de-
sign, indicating its positive impact on shaping interactions with AVs
and elevating user experiences in specific scenarios. The findings
underscore the viability of such an approach, highlighting the need
for a comprehensive exploration of scenarios and use cases where
holistic HMI approaches could offer significant value in automotive
HMI design. Work is underway to elaborate on the scenarios and
identify opportunities and challenges within the design space of
holistic HMI. This involves multiple brainstorming sessions, and
future co-creating workshops with a wider range of specialists to
identify such scenarios. We posit that such an exhaustive explo-
ration of applicable scenarios also promises a deeper understanding
of the holistic HMI design approach. Furthermore, we plan to con-
duct interviews with experts in the field to gain insights into the
multifaceted definition and refine the framework of holistic HMI
design approach. By shedding light on potential limitations and
challenges, we contribute to future implementations and unlock its
full potential in shaping the future of human–vehicle interaction.

6 CONCLUSION
This paper presents three scenarios created at a workshop imple-
menting holistic HMI design approach to bridge internal and ex-
ternal communication in AVs. The initial insights suggest the po-
tential of such an approach in enriching interactions with AV and
enhancing user experience in specific contexts. Concerns are also
raised, highlighting that this is a complex topic, encompassing both
promises and challenges—thereby necessitating further exploration.
Our findings contribute to an expanded understanding of holis-
tic HMI design approach, emphasising a design process early on
focusing on the intricate dynamics of the ‘interspace’ where inter-
actions unfold among multiple participants, including in-vehicle
users, pedestrians, and AVs. By sharing these preliminary findings
within the HCI community, our goal is to catalyse meaningful dis-
cussions on the applications of holistic HMI design approach. This
serves as a foundation for actionable plans in future work within
the relatively under-explored area of human–vehicle interaction.
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Figure 3: Set of keywords for ’Rainy Traffic Jam’ scenario (Group One)
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Figure 4: Set of keywords for ’Snowy Mountain Road’ scenario (Group Two)
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Figure 5: Set of keywords for ’Summer Night Roundabout’ scenario (Group Three)
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